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1. INTRODUCTION The main requirement on the waste package is

The potential nuclear waste repository at Yucca Moun- Substantially Complete Containment
tain is to be in par t,ially saturated rock. Released radioac-
tive gases would have a direct pathway to the biosphere. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) requires 2

that containment of high-level waste within the wasteThe entry of air into spent fuel would promote the ox-
idation of uranium matrix to more soluble forms. For package be substantially complete for 300 to 1,000 years

licensing, the waste package must provide for substan- after closure of the repository. In the Site Characteriza-
tinily complete containment of radionuclides, including tion Plan, the U. S. Department of Energy is connnitted

gases, for 300 to 1,000 years. For safety assessment, a to

gaseous source term is needed. Thus it is important to design the waste packages to provide total containment
study gas flow into and out of nuclear waste containers, of the enclosed waste for the containment period under

The waste containers will be filled with an inert gas before the full range of anticipated repository conditions. [Site
they are sealed. Due to decay heat, temperature of the Characterization Plan, p. 8.3.5.9-5]

container increases. The increased temperature causes The Yucca Mountain Project has proposed in the Site

the gas pressure inside the container to increase, and inert Characterization Plan [p. 8.3.5.9-35] to define a waste

gas could leak out through _ penetration, carrying with it package as "failed" if the product of pressure and volu-
gaseous radioactive material such msa4CO2. As the waste metric gaseous leak rate equals or exceeds 3
cools due to the decay of the heat source, and because of

the loss of inert gas through the penetration, the pressure 1 x l0 -4 atm - cm3/s (1)
drops. The pressure inside the container will eventually
fall below atmospheric pressure. As the waste further This value divided by RT, where R is the gas constant

cools air can leak in carrying with it oxygen that can and T the absolute temperature, gives the allowable mo-
volatilize additional 14C and oxidize the fuel. lar leak rate, above which the container would be consid

ered failed.
This paper presents some initial analyses of gas flow into

and out of nuclear waste containers, through holes of 3. ANALYSIS
specified timing and sizes. Also, we predict the release

We study gas flow through penetrations modeled as arate of selected volatile species. \Ve investigate the effect
single equivalent hole of radius r and length _, Figureof initial temperature and pressure of the container gas

and consider the definition of container failure proposed 2. The flow regime can be characterized by the Knudsen
number Kn, which is the ratio of the mean free path

in the Site Characterization Plan. 1 length _ to the hole diameter, Kn= _/2r.

2. BACKGROUND Table I shows the dominant flow regime for various Knu&

Some waste packages at Yucca Mountain will contain sen numbers.

• spent fuel assemblies or consolidated fuel rods; others will Table I. Flow Laws for Gases
contain borosilicate glass in steel pour canisters. Figure

1 is a sketch of typical waste packages, from the Site ! I(n [ TweofFlow

, Characterization Plan. I>>ll I(nudsen/Molecular Flow

-

Viscous Flow



Tw, Because the temperature in the repository changes

_ontaJner Wall slowly, over hundreds of years, the steady-state gas flow

INSIDE
taining n moles of gas, the equation can be transformed

e into a differential equation in terms of n 'i:

" Pi],. - = -
. at iGeTw '

with the initial quantity of gas given by the ideal gas law

n(O) = P(O)V (3)
RT(O)

Here the average internal temperature T, and the wall

= t :- temperature T,,,, are known functions of time, and _Lis
an empirical function of T_,. T is approximated as the
arithmetic average of the peak fuel cladding temperature

Figure 2. Penetration in a Container Wall and T_. The time for the waste to heat to its maximum

The mean free path is characteristic of the gas and Table temperature after emplacement is neglected.

II shows some mean free paths of gases of interest. Knudsen/Molecular Flow

From Table II, it can be seen that for a single hole of For extremely small holes, molecular flow applies

! larger than one micrometer in diameter, viscous flow will
dominate. We will show later that gas flow through holes 8"rra(P - Po)

of less than one micrometer in diameter will be negligible, Q = 3C,,/27rmAT (,t)

I under any flow law.
where m is the gas molecular weight, and p and. Po are

Table II. Mean Free Paths of Selected Gases the partial pressures of each gaseous species.

Air 6.6 xl0 -s m 1.1 xl0 -7 m Fill gas may leak out through a penetration, followed by

Argon 6.9 x 10-8 m 1.2 x 10-_m inleakage of air as the waste package cools. Even though
air is flowing inward, gaseous radionuclides can escape by

1 CO2 4.3 xl0 -am 7.3 xl0 -s m diffusion against the _tow. In particular we analyze the

I Krypton 5.3 xl0 -sm 8.9 xl0 -s m diffusion of 14C'O-'2 a_,ainst the inward movement of air.

Xenon 3.9 xl0 -s m 6.5 xl0 -8 m We analyze counter-diffusion release through the equiv-

alent tub_dar penetration, with quasi-steady-state flow

Source: Calculated using data from Reference 4. and diffusion. The geometry is the same as Figure '2.
Assuming slug flow and constant-concentration bound-

VIscous Flow Model ary conditions at the tube ends, the steady-state mass

i The equation for steady viscous or Poiseuille flow of an balance equation for the radionuclide concentration c is

ideal gas in a tube at constant temperature is dc d2c

d-S = n_--_, 0 < z __5t (_)
Q __.7rr4(p2 _ po_) (I)

ii 16/.zgt_T with boundary conditions •
Here Q is the mass of gas flowing per unit time, P and
Po are the gas pressures inside and outside the container, c(0) = co = M/V (6)

}_ and tz is the absolute viscosity of the gas. Here we as.. c(t) =0 (7) ,
I sume that the penetrations through the container wall of

thickness e can be approximated by a single equivalent, Itere z is the direction of flow along the tube, 3I is the

hole of radius r and length g, with the gas in local ther- initial inventory of volatilized radionuclide in the con-
real equilibrium with the container wall at temperature tainer, D is the gas diffusion coeftqcient, and _, is the gas
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velocity in the tube averaged over the tube cross-section, holes larger than 10-tzm are nearly identical to the 10-tzm
For counter-current diffusion, _ is negative. The use of curves. Thus, for these large holes, the quantity of gas
the boundary conditon (7) ensures the maxim'am amount depends only on the rate of coohng, independent of hole
for diffusion, a conservative estimate, size.

_t

By solving (5) for c we obtain the mass transfer rate rh Figure 5 shows the flow rate of gas in and out of the waste
as container for penetration at emplacement, the derivative

(rh = 7rr2 f_c- dz J (8) of the curves in Figure 4. The dashed curve labeled "SCPlimit" is the maximum allowable flow rate, above which

and we define the fractional release rate f as the container is considered failed. The slight upward
slope is due to the decrc,_sing wall temperature. For a

f = rh/c (9) 298 K flu temperature, the flow rate through a 5-tzm
hole never exceeds this limit, but the flow rate through a

The fractional release rate is 10-#m hole briefly exceeds it. For a 558 K fill tempera-

e_ ture, the pressure gradient and flow are zero a_ the time

{ 7rr2__ D <> 0; of penetration. As the waste cools, the rate of inleakage
f = e" - 1' (10) increases, reaches a maximum, and then decreases to a

7rr_D/e, _ = 0 nearly constant rate that depends only on the cooling

curve. Again, the slight upward slope at late times is
where cr = fJg/D, because T_o in the denominator of (2) is decreasing with
4. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS time.

Viscous Flow . The results above are important in assessing waste con-

tainer perforrnance, but we are also interested in radionu-
We integrate (3) numerically to calculate the quantity n elide release rates, s Figures 4 through 8 can be used to

of gas inside a container and the gas flow rate in or out estimate release rates. In Figure 4 for a 298 K fill temper-
as functions of time. T and T,o have been obtain from ature and a 5-tzm hole, about one-fourth of the gas and
Si_e Characterizc_tion Plan, [p. 7-41] and extrapolated volatilized radionuclides leaks from the container. For

(Figure 3). Argon viscosity is used when gas flows out, 10-tzm holes or larger, almost half of the gas leaks out
and air viscosity is used when air flows in. The results

before air inleakage begins.
will be presented for two hole sizes, 5 x 10-_ meters (5#m)
and 10tzm, and two fill temperatures, 298 K and 558 K. If we assume that 14CO_ is leaked out at the same rate

The fill pressure is 0.1 MPa, and the hole is assumed to as argon, and we know its volatile fraction, then we can
occur at emplacement or 1000 years after the waste is compute a 14CO2 molar flow rate and fractional leak rate.

buried. Figures 4 and 6 show the mass of gas inside the The molar flow rate of _4CO2 is the molar flow rate of
waste container as a function of time, and Figures 5 and argon from Figure 5, times the mole fraction of 14CO2.
7 show the gas flow rate through the hole as a function A fractional leak rate of argon can be computed as the
of time. leak rate from Figure 5 dwided by the quantity of gas in

the container from Figure 4.
In F'igure 4 the dotted lines refer to outleakage and the
solid lines refer to inleakage. For penetration at emplace- The fractional leak rate for other volatile species is the
ment, a 5-#m hole, and a fill temperature of 298 K, argon ratio of the argon leak rate to the argon mass in the
slowly leaks out until about 800 years, after which the container times the volatile fraction of species.

leaking and repository cooling cause the internal pres-
sure to fall below atmospheric, and air leaks in. For a Assuming that heating of the waste package volatilizes

1 percent of the 14C inventory, primarily from cladding5/.tru hole, 25% of the argon flows out, while for a 1Otzm
surfaces, a 5-/zrn hole and 298 K fill temperature resulthole, 32% flows out,. For a 10-#m hole, the internal pi'es-

" sure rapidly falls to atmospheric, and inleakage begins in an initial argon leak rate of 0.06 mole/yr and a 14C
at about 70 years. For a 558 K fill temperature, the fractional leak rate of 2xl0-S/yr. For the 558 E fill tem-
maximum gas temperature in waste packages, there is perature, this model predicts that no radioactive material

" no thermally generated buildup of pressure and thus no will be released. Here counter-diffusion is neglected.

gradient for outleakage. A penetration results only in We txave also studied the effect of initial fill pressureand

inleakage of air because the internal pressure is always fill volume, which along with the fill temperature gives
less than atmospheric. Although not shown, curves for the initial inert gas inventory. Qualitatively the curves
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are the same as Figures 3-7 for 1 atm. For fill pres- the late-time inflow rate from Figure 5. This corresponds

sures greater than 1 atm., the fractional release rates are to a volumetric flow rate, 7rr20, of 5 x 10-G cma/s at
greater than for 1 atm, For 2 atm. and a 5-pm hole, 390 K. For holes smaller than 30-_rn there is a reduction
about 60 percent of the volatile radionuclides is released in the release rate, but for larger holes the flow is slow
with the outflow. For 10-_m holes or larger, 70 percent and diffusion is the dominant release mode.

is released. For higher initial pressures, the time of air 5. CONCLUSION
inleakage time is delayed a few hundred years for 5-#m

holes, but it is not affected for 10-#ra holes or larger. If We have studied gas flow out of and into a waste con-
the pressure at penetration is less than 1 atm,, air leaks tainer for various fill conditions and holes sizes, We de-

in immediately. Pressurizing the container increases the veloped some first-cut methods of calculating gas flows
release of volatile radionuclides, but an initial vacuum for holes and made some estimates of source terms of

allows more air to leak in, gaseous radionuclides.

Knudsen/Molecular Flow For holes of 5-#m or less, the flow rates are much less
than the SCP-failure criterion. For holes 10-gin or larger,

To show that the gas flow rate will be negligible in the the long-term flow rates are controlled by the cooling
range where molecular flow is dominant, we calculate the rate and are about the same as for 10-#m holes. We
flow rate of argon at 500 t/. through various aperture sizes, found the flow rate through a 5-#m hole is below the
when identical pressure gradient applies (P = 0.19 MPa, SCP leak rate criterion, but for 10-#m holes or larger the

Po = 0.1 MPa). The results are shown in Table III. leak rate is exceeded briefly. For holes 30-#m or larger,

Table III. Comparison of Molecular and Viscous Flows counter-current diffusive release is important because the
for the Same Pressure Gradient resistance due to inflow of air is small.

Flow Rate (moles/a) We also Obtained some insights for designers, such as
......... whether to pre-pressurize and preheat the waste contain-
Hole Diameter #m Molecular Viscous..... ers at assembly.
0.01 1.6 xl0 -m 1.1 xl0 -_2
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Figure 1. Typical Waste Packages
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